Atlantis Research Chooses AnyChart Solution for its financial reporting needs

Atlantis Research develops algorithmic trading strategies for the spot Forex market. The trading decisions are based on proprietary quantitative statistical models processing real-time market data.

Challenges:

- To provide professional and automatically generated account statements and performance reports to our clients.
- To be able to graphically monitor the performance of each account in real time.

Solution:

- Developed several utilities that use account data and then generate AnyChart XML files to display the different reports, using user-selected templates.
- The flexible XML format and the variety of tweaks and customization provided by AnyChart allowed us to create reports exactly as we imagined them. The results appeal to both our end users, and to our account operators.

“At the time of writing this document, none of the competing products come close to the amount of details provided by AnyChart.”
- Danny Ben Shitrit, Founder, Atlantis Research